


With insight into 24 million UK bank accounts, 
Cardlytics is committed to helping brands understand 
and respond to the biggest trends and consumer 
behaviour shifts impacting their business. 



In this special report, we look at how consumers are 
responding to an uncertain travel and holiday outlook this 
summer. Backed by Cardlytics’ purchase intelligence, in 
this report we offer advice on how brands across the 
travel, leisure and hospitality sectors can maximise spend 
opportunities and appeal to new customers as the UK 
prepares for the biggest, and most competitive, 
‘staycation summer’ in recent years. Beyond that, we 
outline how you can make the most of this unusual time 
to turn new customers into long-term visitors.   
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The rise of the 
UK staycation

Holiday at home

The ongoing uncertainty around international travel this year has created a new growth market 
for UK-based holiday and travel brands as Britain well and truly embraces the ‘stay-cation’. More 
of us than ever before are planning a domestic holiday at home this year, meaning more of the 
‘holiday pound’ is being spent on UK shores, providing a knock-on impact for our hospitality and 
leisure sector.

Holiday camps and resorts benefitted from a rise in consumer spend in the first half of the year 
compared to the same period in 2020. Spend at holiday camps grew steadily each month in the first 
half of 2021, averaging +48% growth each month despite international travel restrictions easing.
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Holiday camps saw an increase of +16% in 
consumer spend in H1 2021 compared to 
H1 2020.  
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Car rentals equally saw a +21% bump in spend on average each month in the first 
half of 2021, while spend on  as British holidaymakers 
plotted their UK travels.

rail travel jumped +31%

Consumers re-invested their flight money on upgrading their holiday motors with 
the  greater in the first half of 
2021 (£420) than the same period in 2020 (£191) and +92% greater than in 2019 
(£219) when there were no restrictions. 

average transaction value for car rentals +120%

Holiday lets and cottages outperformed pre-pandemic demand in the first half 
of 2021 as consumers swapped sunbeds for a UK staycation. 

 in the first half of 2021 compared to last year and 
was up +4% on 2019.

Spend at holiday 
cottages in the UK rose +38%

On the other hand, the outlook for international travel was tough. In the first half of 2021, spend 
on airlines was down -69% year-on-year, while spend on tour operators and package holiday 
brands was down over -73% as brands struggled to give consumers the confidence to book. 

Is the boom in staycations here to stay?



When international travel opens up once again, we can expect a boom in overseas holiday bookings. But that’s 
not before Covid will have taught many of us that we don’t need to jet off to a far-flung part of the globe to explore, 
relax and enjoy a well-deserved break. While Covid has forced us to reconsider staycations here in the UK, it is 
likely this trend will continue long after the pandemic. This long-term shift is a real opportunity for UK travel and 
hospitality brands who have discovered a new customer base this year. The question is whether these brands 
can convince customers to come back year after year. Brands that have been bolstered by a boom in bookings 
this year should take the opportunity now to explore how to keep these new customers coming back. Marketing 
strategies like family discounts, exclusive offers and events targeting younger holidaymakers and groups will 
help brands continue their appeal well after international travel resumes.
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Pubs, restaurants 
and UK attractions 

who’s benefitting

With borders shut, consumers opted to spend their holiday money on smaller things closer to 
home this year, including trips to their favourite local pubs, restaurants and takeaway coffees, 
which helped drive recovery in these hard-hit sectors.
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+  Spend on dining rose +30% on average  
    month on month in the first half of 2021,  
    while spend at coffee shops jumped +20% 
    in the first half of 2021 compared to the 
    same period last year.



+  UK attractions and businesses also  
    benefitted from the holiday pounds 
    staying here in the UK. Spend at UK  
    attractions grew on average +66% each  
    month in the first half of 2021 as the trend  
    for staycations gained pace.

With more holiday spend staying in the UK than ever before, how can brands stand out?



Our data suggests the trend of holidaying at home this year will provide some much-needed respite to the pub, 
restaurant and leisure industries this summer. After a difficult year for the sector, every penny counts and more 
spend staying here on UK shores this summer will go some way towards helping a recovery. However, competition 
for customers is rife. Brands that want to capitalise on this spend opportunity will need to stand out. Tapping  
into the ‘experience economy’ is one way brands can do this, by offering one of a kind experiences consumers 
wouldn’t get elsewhere. Finally, getting your brand in front of consumers ahead of their holiday – through targeting 
online advertising and offers - is one way to ensure your brand gets noticed and to drive spend, even before 
consumers arrive for their holiday.
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Fewer, bigger, 
better holidays

Mini breaks take a backseat

For those consumers looking further afield this year for their summer holiday, they chose to invest in 
fewer, bigger trips abroad as holidays became more of a luxury.



Our data shows that Brits spent more, less frequently on international travel in the first half of 2021. 

H1 Airline Average Transaction Value
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However, with the market flooded with deals in a bid to entice bookings, consumers are spending 
less on package holidays than before. In 2019 the average transaction value for package holidays in 
the first half of the year was £483, this fell by -10% in 2020 (£435) and again by -20% in 2021 (£348).

How can travel operators give consumers the confidence to book? 



Despite new countries being added to the ‘green list’ every two weeks by Government, consumers continue to 
hold back booking a trip abroad. New variants, expensive tests, changing quarantine rules and concerns about 
whether insurance companies will pay up should the worst happen have made many holidaymakers cautious 
about booking. To help reassure consumers and drive up spend, travel operators should consider strategies like 
offering flexible booking policies, money back guarantees and free testing to help give cautious consumers 
flexibility, choice and more confidence. But do not underestimate the importance of value too. Offering good 
value for money for holidays will help ensure you get a pipeline of bookings in the critical end of season period.
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The impact of lifting 
restrictions

travel, hospitality, and leisure

The roadmap out of Lockdown created new spending spikes for UK consumers this year, and 
more opportunities for brands, who were equally boosted by each positive step toward normality.  
However, with Government restrictions for international travel constantly changing, growth seen 
from these key spend moments could easily disappear. 



Following Boris Johnson's’ announcement of the roadmap out of Lockdown on 22 February 2021, 
the travel industry saw a boost in bookings. 
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Airlines experienced  
in spend compared to the 
previous month

+147% Hotels saw  in spend as 
consumer confidence 
rebounded slightly

+67%

When the Government published its first international travel list in May it brought with it a 
bump to tour operators and package holiday brands who witnessed a +66% increase in spend 
that month. 

Monthly Spend Increase, May 2021
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How can brands avoid a race to the bottom when all travel restrictions lift?



Travel brands should learn the lesson of the restaurant industry who are still weaning customers off ‘Eat Out To 
Help Out’ style discounting. Instead, travel brands should tailor offers to a consumer’s search and spend history 
to ensure they are targeting the right consumer with the most relevant offer, doing so in private channels, like 
a banking app, will help prevent comparisons and discount mania from taking hold.

Cardlytics analysis

Spend in pubs also rose significantly with each restriction lifted. In the month that 
landlords could serve punters again outside (April), pubs saw a  to 
spend, followed by a +194% rise in May when pubs opened indoors.

 +1137% boost

More recently the easing of international quarantine restrictions on 9 July which allowed British 
tourists to travel more extensively abroad without quarantining led to a +28% spike in consumer 
spending on airlines in the following week
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Cardlytics is an 
advertising platform in 
banks’ digital channels

We partner with major financial institutions – including 
Lloyds, Santander and Curve – to run their banking rewards 
programs that promote customer loyalty and deepen banking 
relationships. In turn, we have a secure view into where and 
when consumers are spending their money. We use these 
insights to help marketers identify, reach, and influence likely 
buyers at scale, as well as measure the true sales impact of 
marketing campaigns.

To learn more about how Cardlyltics can help your 
brand, visit www.cardlytics.com. 

24M
UK bank customers

1 in 4
UK transactions

£275B
Annual spend

http://www.cardlytics.com
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